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1. Stanley got a new video game. He scored 3 points on the first level, 9 
points on the second level, 27 points on the third level, 81 points on the 
fourth level, and 243 points on the fifth level. If this pattern continues, 
how many points will Stanley score on the sixth level? 
a. 1248          b. 729              c. 1200         d. 1259 

2. Anthony bagged the plastic bottles after a recycling drive. He placed 4 
bottles in the first bag, 6 bottles in the second bag, 9 bottles in the third 
bag, 13 bottles in the fourth bag, and 18 bottles in the fifth bag. If this 
pattern continues, how many plastic bottles will Anthony put in the sixth 
bag? 
a. 24             b. 20              c. 25              d. 31 

3. Jacob is picking berries in the berry patch. He picks 53 berries from the 
first bush, 60 berries from the second bush, 67 berries from the third 
bush, and 74 berries from the fourth bush. If this pattern continues, how 
many berries will Jacob pick from the fifth bush? 
a. 86            b. 84               c.81               d. 79 

4. A baker is putting cupcakes on trays to cool. She put 5 cupcakes on the 
first tray, 10 cupcakes on the second tray, 20 cupcakes on the third tray, 
and 40 cupcakes on the fourth tray. If this pattern continues, how many 
cupcakes will the baker put on the fifth tray? 
a. 136           b. 52              c. 80                d. 82 

 
5. The Wholesome Bakery baked 8 loaves of bread on Sunday, 16 loaves 

of bread on Monday, 24 loaves of bread on Tuesday, and 32 loaves of 
bread on Wednesday. If this pattern continues, how many loaves of 
bread will they bake on Thursday? 
a. 40                  b. 44               c. 48              d. 36 

6. While sorting some beads, Vera put 88 beads in the first jar, 99 beads in 
the second jar, 110 beads in the third jar, and 121 beads in the fourth 
jar. If this pattern continues, how many beads will Vera put in the fifth 
jar? 
a. 135              b. 143               c. 132             d. 130 

7. A new cookbook is becoming popular. The local bookstore ordered 2 
copies in August, 6 copies in September, 18 copies in October, 54 
copies in November, and 162 copies in December. If this pattern 
continues, how many copies will the bookstore order in January? 
a. 1458            b. 292              d. 781              d. 486 

8. Sweet Time Bakery just opened and is increasing the number of items 
they bake. For example, the bakery made 1 carrot cake in January, 2 
carrot cakes in February, 4 carrot cakes in March, 8 carrot cakes in April, 
and 16 carrot cakes in May. If this pattern continues, how many carrot 
cakes will the bakery make in June?    
a. 33           b. 30                  c. 34             d.  32 

9.   A baker is putting cupcakes on trays to cool. She put 2 cupcakes on 
the first tray, 8 cupcakes on the second tray, 14 cupcakes on the third 
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tray, and 20 cupcakes on the fourth tray. If this pattern continues, how 
many cupcakes will the baker put on the fifth tray? 
a. 31             b. 28       c. 27           d. 26 

10.  Blanca did 3 push-ups on Friday, 5 push-ups on Saturday, 9 push-ups 
on Sunday, 15 push-ups on Monday, and 23 push-ups on Tuesday. If this 
pattern continues, how many push-ups will Blanca do on Wednesday? 
a. 43               b. 26           c. 33                d. 36 
11. The teacher's helper was putting crackers onto plates. He put 19 
crackers on the first plate, 27 crackers on the second plate, 35 crackers on 
the third plate, 43 crackers on the fourth plate, and 51 crackers on the fifth 
plate. If this pattern continues, how many crackers will the helper put on 
the sixth plate? 
a. 61                 b. 58            c. 65                     d. 59 
12.  Kendall found some empty bins to put cans into for recycling. 
She put 2 empty cans in the first bin, 8 empty cans in the second bin, 32 
empty cans in the third bin, and 128 empty cans in the fourth bin. If this 
pattern continues, how many empty cans will Kendall put in the fifth bin? 
a. 2048           b. 1349           c. 512                 d. 1597 
13.  A new cookbook is becoming popular. The local bookstore 
ordered 15 copies in April, 20 copies in May, 25 copies in June, and 30 
copies in July. If this pattern continues, how many copies will the 
bookstore order in August? 
a. 34             b. 37                   c. 35               d. 39 
14. Leah is drawing stars in her notebook. She draws 2 stars on the 
first page, 4 stars on the second page, 8 stars on the third page, 16 stars 
on the fourth page, and 32 stars on the fifth page. If this pattern continues, 
how many stars will Leah draw on the sixth page? 
a. 127           b. 110              c. 57                 d. 64 
15. Bruce got a new video game. He scored 28 points on the first 
level, 31 points on the second level, 34 points on the third level, and 37 
points on the fourth level. If this pattern continues, how many points will 
Bruce score on the fifth level? 
a. 42             b. 40              c. 39               d. 38 
16. Wendy is picking berries in the berry patch. She picks 4 berries 
from the first bush, 8 berries from the second bush, 16 berries from the 
third bush, and 32 berries from the fourth bush. If this pattern continues, 
how many berries will Wendy pick from the fifth bush? 
a. 34                   b. 39              c. 128                d. 64 
17. David read 1 page on Thursday, 3 pages on Friday, 9 pages on 
Saturday, and 27 pages on Sunday. If this pattern continues, how many 
pages will David read on Monday? 
a. 206             b. 71                  c. 241               d. 81 
18. Last year, Norwood Hardware ordered 21 hammers in February, 
28 hammers in March, 35 hammers in April, and 42 hammers in May. If 
this pattern continues, how many hammers will the store order in June? 
a. 48              b. 55               c. 49                 d. 50 
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19. Zach is stacking cups; he put 5 plastic cups in the first stack, 6 
plastic cups in the second stack, 8 plastic cups in the third stack, 11 plastic 
cups in the fourth stack, and 15 plastic cups in the fifth stack. If this pattern 
continues, how many plastic cups will Zach put in the sixth stack? 
a. 19              b. 20                 c. 25                d. 26 
20. While sorting some buttons, Curt put 27 buttons in the first box, 
36 buttons in the second box, 45 buttons in the third box, 54 buttons in the 
fourth box, and 63 buttons in the fifth box. If this pattern continues, how 
many buttons will Curt put in the sixth box? 
a. 70             c. 69                  c. 81             d. 72 

 


